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CITY OF SEATTLE 1 

ORDINANCE __________________ 2 

COUNCIL BILL __________________ 3 

 4 

AN ORDINANCE relating to surveillance technology implementation; authorizing approval of 5 

uses and accepting the 2022 surveillance impact report and 2022 executive overview for 6 

the Seattle Police Department’s use of Remotely Operated Vehicles. 7 

 8 

WHEREAS, Section 14.18.020 of the Seattle Municipal Code (SMC), enacted by Ordinance 9 

125376 and last amended by Ordinance 125679, requires City Council approval of a 10 

surveillance impact report (SIR) related to uses of surveillance technology, with 11 

existing/retroactive technology to be placed on a Master Technology List; and 12 

WHEREAS, SMC 14.18.020 applies to the Remotely Operated Vehicles in use by the Seattle 13 

Police Department (SPD); and 14 

WHEREAS, the Seattle Police Department conducted policy rule review and community review 15 

as part of the development of the Remotely Operated Vehicles SIR; and 16 

WHEREAS, SMC 14.18.080, enacted by Ordinance 125679, also requires review of the 17 

Remotely Operated Vehicles SIR by the Community Surveillance Working Group, 18 

composed of relevant stakeholders, and a statement from the Chief Technology Officer in 19 

response to the Working Group’s recommendations; and 20 

WHEREAS, development of the Remotely Operated Vehicles SIR and review by the Working 21 

Group has been completed; NOW, THEREFORE, 22 

BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY OF SEATTLE AS FOLLOWS: 23 

Section 1. Pursuant to Ordinances 125376 and 125679, the City Council approves use of 24 

the Seattle Police Department’s Remotely Operated Vehicles. The City Council accepts the 25 

August 30, 2022, Surveillance Impact Report (SIR) for this technology, attached to this 26 

120503

126775
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ordinance as Attachment 1, and the Executive Overview for the same technology, attached to this 1 

ordinance as Attachment 2. 2 

Section 2. The Council requests the Seattle Police Department (SPD) to work with the 3 

Office of Inspector General (OIG) to develop and provide to the Chief Technology Officer, no 4 

later than August 31, 2023, metrics for use in the annual equity assessments of Remotely 5 

Operated Vehicles. The Council requests SPD to work with the OIG to develop an audit log for 6 

Remotely Operated Vehicles, considering the equity metrics, by December 31, 2023 to support 7 

the Office of Inspector General’s identification of potential disproportionate impacts in its annual 8 

surveillance technology usage review. 9 

Section 3. The Council requests the Seattle Police Department to develop a policy or 10 

policies no later than December 31, 2023 specific to a youth’s consent relative to deployment of 11 

Remotely Operated Vehicles reflecting the provisions of Ordinance 126132, which requires 12 

Seattle Police Department (SPD) officers to make available legal counsel for any youth that 13 

would be questioned or searched in certain situations. 14 

Section 4. The Council requests the Seattle Police Department to develop a policy or 15 

policies no later than December 31, 2023 requiring the deletion of any data collected by a 16 

Remotely Operated Vehicle that is not needed for an investigation immediately following the 17 

mandatory 90-day retention period required by the Washington State Law Enforcement Common 18 

Records Retention Schedule (Disposition Authority Number LE09-01-09). 19 

Section 5. The Council requests the Seattle Police Department to develop a policy or 20 

policies no later than December 31, 2023 prohibiting the use of any cell phones to record the 21 

livestream on a Remotely Operated Vehicle projection display.   22 
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Section 6. The Council requests the Seattle Police Department to develop a policy or 1 

policies no later than December 31, 2023 prohibiting the use of the Remotely Operated Vehicles 2 

described in the Surveillance Impact Report accepted by CB 120503 to deploy weapons. Section       3 

7. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force 30 days after its approval by the 4 

Mayor, but if not approved and returned by the Mayor within ten days after presentation, it shall 5 

take effect as provided by Seattle Municipal Code Section 1.04.020. 6 

Passed by the City Council the ________ day of _________________________, 2023, 7 

and signed by me in open session in authentication of its passage this _____ day of 8 

_________________________, 2023. 9 

____________________________________ 10 

President ____________ of the City Council 11 

       Approved /       returned unsigned /       vetoed this _____ day of _________________, 2023. 12 

____________________________________ 13 

Bruce A. Harrell, Mayor 14 

Filed by me this ________ day of _________________________, 2023. 15 

____________________________________ 16 

Elizabeth M. Adkisson, Interim City Clerk 17 

(Seal) 18 

28th February

28th

February

March2nd
✔

March2nd

https://seattlegov.na1.adobesign.com/verifier?tx=CBJCHBCAABAAG5jeh30wocfAv937gIW-HFnIzDecmCso
https://seattlegov.na1.adobesign.com/verifier?tx=CBJCHBCAABAAQSDjWjJzbC9tCSxrtfoQpHSH1SBJyTaM
https://seattlegov.na1.adobesign.com/verifier?tx=CBJCHBCAABAAQSDjWjJzbC9tCSxrtfoQpHSH1SBJyTaM
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Attachments:  1 

Attachment 1 - 2022 Surveillance Impact Report: Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs) 2 

Attachment 2 - 2022 Surveillance Impact Report Executive Overview: Remotely Operated 3 

Vehicles (ROVs) 4 
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Surveillance Impact Report (“SIR”) overview 
About the Surveillance Ordinance 
The Seattle City Council passed Ordinance 125376, also referred to as the “Surveillance 
Ordinance,” on September 1, 2017. SMC 14.18.020.b.1 charges the City’s executive with 
developing a process to identify surveillance technologies subject to the ordinance. Seattle IT, 
on behalf of the executive, developed and implemented a process through which a privacy and 
surveillance review is completed prior to the acquisition of new technologies. This requirement, 
and the criteria used in the review process, are documented in Seattle IT Policy PR-02, the 
“Surveillance Policy”.  

How this Document is Completed 
This document is completed by the requesting department staff, support and coordinated by 
the Seattle Information Technology Department (“Seattle IT”). As Seattle IT and department 
staff complete the document, they should keep the following in mind. 

1. Responses to questions should be in the text or check boxes only; all other information 
(questions, descriptions, etc.) should not be edited by the department staff completing 
this document.  

2. All content in this report will be available externally to the public. With this in mind, 
avoid using acronyms, slang, or other terms which may not be well-known to external 
audiences. Additionally, responses should be written using principally non-technical 
language to ensure they are accessible to audiences unfamiliar with the topic. 

Surveillance Ordinance Review Process 
The following is a high-level outline of the complete SIR review process. 
 
 
 
 

The technology is 
upcoming for 
review, but the 
department has 
not begun drafting 
the surveillance 
impact report 
(SIR). 

Work on the initial 
draft of the SIR is 
currently 
underway. 

The initial draft of 
the SIR and 
supporting 
materials have 
been released for 
public review and 
comment. During 
this time, one or 
more public 
meetings will take 
place to solicit 
feedback. 

During this stage 
the SIR, including 
collection of all 
public comments 
related to the 
specific 
technology, is 
being compiled 
and finalized. 

The surveillance 
advisory working 
group will review 
each SIR’s final 
draft and 
complete a civil 
liberties and 
privacy 
assessment, which 
will then be 
included with the 

City Council will 
decide on the use 
of the surveillance 
technology, by full 
Council vote. 
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SIR and submitted 
to Council. 
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Privacy Impact Assessment  
Purpose 
A Privacy Impact Assessment (“PIA”) is a method for collecting and documenting detailed 
information collected in order to conduct an in-depth privacy review of a program or project. A 
PIA asks questions about the collection, use, sharing, security and access controls for data that 
is gathered using a technology or program. It also requests information about policies, training 
and documentation that govern use of the technology. The PIA responses are used to 
determine privacy risks associated with a project and mitigations that may reduce some or all of 
those risks. In the interests of transparency about data collection and management, the City of 
Seattle has committed to publishing all PIAs on an outward facing website for public access.  

When is a Privacy Impact Assessment Required? 
A PIA may be required in two circumstances. 

1. When a project, technology, or other review has been flagged as having a high privacy 
risk.  

2. When a technology is required to complete the surveillance impact report process. This 
is one deliverable that comprises the report. 

1.0 Abstract  
1.1 Please provide a brief description (one paragraph) of the purpose and proposed use of the 
project/technology. 

Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs) are unarmed remote controlled vehicles utilized by SPD 
SWAT, Arson/Bomb, and Harbor units to access areas that are potentially dangerous for 
personnel to physically enter. The ROVs operated by the SWAT and Arson/Bomb units are 
wheeled vehicles while the ROV operated by the Harbor unit are designed as submersible 
underwater vehicles. All SPD ROVs are controlled by SPD employees operating handheld 
controllers from a safe position nearby. Some ROVs operated by SPD have a remotely 
controlled arm capable of performing simple tasks safely from a remote location. 

1.2 Explain the reason the project/technology is being created or updated and why the PIA is 
required.  

This technology is used to surveil subjects and perform manual tasks from a safe position. If 
used out of policy or improperly this technology could potentially be used to inappropriately 
infringe on public privacy. 

2.0 Project / Technology Overview 
Provide an overview of the project or technology. The overview gives the context and 
background necessary to understand the purpose, mission and justification for the project / 
technology proposed 
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2.1 Describe the benefits of the project/technology. 

The use of ROVs allows tactical units to assess potentially dangerous situations from a safe 
position. By entering an environment with the additional information obtained using remote 
cameras, or having rendered-safe a suspicious package, both SPD personnel and the subjects 
of the surveillance are safer.  

The Harbor unit utilizes the ROVs to perform necessary underwater search and recovery 
functions that would not be possible with manned diving alone.  

2.2 Provide any data or research demonstrating anticipated benefits. 

The National Institute of Justice asserts that situational awareness in a potentially 
threatening situation is an essential key variable in determining when the use of force is 
necessary1. The term “situational awareness” was coined in the 1980s by fighter pilots to 
refer to the “awareness of conditions and threats in the immediate surroundings.2” Also 
referred to as “tactical awareness,” safety for both the officer and the subject is increased 
when the responding officers have visual information about the event environment. Since 
the 1970s bomb disposal experts throughout the world have utilized remotely operated 
vehicles to examine and render explosive devices safe in an effort to limit the danger to 
themselves and others3.  

Using underwater ROVs in search and recovery missions allows divers to stay safe and out of 
treacherous situations. In addition, the ROV can provide assistance to divers so they can 
complete their missions in a timely manner and reduce the time underwater4. 

 

 
1 https://www.nij.gov/topics/law-enforcement/officer-safety/use-of-force/pages/welcome.aspx 
2 R. Morishige, "Air combat and artificial intelligence", Air Force Magazine, pp. 91-93, 1985 
3 https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20160714-what-does-a-bomb-disposal-robot-actually-do 
4 Beens, Karst, “How ROVs optimist search and rescue budgeting”, H2O Drones. 2020. 
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2.3 Describe the technology involved. 

Three SPD units, SWAT, Arson/Bomb, and Harbor, utilize ROVs. All of these ROVs are 
controlled by a handheld remote-control unit which displays the images captured by the ROV 
mounted cameras. The Harbor ROVs also incorporate underwater sonar imaging technology.  

The SWAT unit has 7 ROV’s, two (2) manufactured by Robotex, four (4) manufactured by 
Recon Robotics, and one (1) manufactured by Tactical Electronics. The two Robotex ROVs 
weigh less than 50lbs and have an onboard non-recording situational awareness camera. One 
of the Robotex ROVs can be equipped with remotely operated articulated gripping arm 
capable of performing simple tasks such as lifting light objects or opening doors. The four 
Recon Robotics “Throwbots” are small maneuverable ROVs designed to withstand repeated 
drops from up to 30 feet and are equipped with an onboard camera.  The last SWAT ROV is 
manufactured by Tactical Electronics and is described as a “box on wheels.” This ROV has no 
surveillance camera and is used for delivering small items between personnel without 
exposing them to dangerous conditions or situation.  

 

The Arson/Bomb unit operates 5 ROVs from different manufacturers: TeleRob, Andros, ICOR, 
Talon, and PointMan. Each of these ROVs has a camera which transmits back to the handheld 
control unit. SPD does not own or utilize the available connectivity or storage devices 
available as add-ons for these ROVs. The Arson/Bomb ROVs have manipulator arms to 
remotely perform render-safe or disrupt potentially hazardous devices. 

 

The SPD Harbor unit has 2 submersible ROV units, though one is antiquated, unused, and in 
storage. This older unit was manufactured by Deep Ocean Engineering and has onboard 
video and sonar recording capability. The active ROV utilized by the Harbor unit is 
manufactured by Seabotix. This unit has onboard video and sonar recording capability as well 
as 2 interchangeable remotely controlled articulated arms. The arms can be outfitted with 
either a cutting tool or a grasping claw. The video recording camera is capable of seeing 
approximately 10 feet in front of the ROV, depending on the clarity of the water and the 
depth. The sonar image can be adjusted to view up to 120 feet though the clarity of the 
image at that distance requires a skilled and trained individual to recognize patterns in the 
images. 

2.4 Describe how the project or use of technology relates to the department’s mission. 

The mission of the Seattle Police Department is to prevent crime, enforce the law, and 
support quality public safety by delivering respectful, professional, and dependable police 
services. SPD utilizes this technology to disarm potentially hazardous devices, assess 
potentially dangerous situations, obtain real-time information about the situational 
environment, and perform underwater search and recovery operations. By doing so, SPD 
personnel and the subjects involved in those situations are safer. 
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2.5 Who will be involved with the deployment and use of the project / technology? 

Only members of for the SPD SWAT, Arson/Bomb, and Harbor units are authorized to use this 
equipment. 

3.0 Use Governance  
Provide an outline of any rules that will govern the use of the project / technology. Please note: non-City 
entities contracting with the City are bound by restrictions specified in the surveillance ordinance and 
privacy principles and must provide written procedures for how the entity will comply with any 
restrictions identified. 

3.1 Describe the processes that are required prior to each use, or access to the technology, 
such as a notification, or check-in, check-out of equipment. 

Authorized members of for the SPD SWAT, Arson/Bomb, and Harbor units are given training 
in the appropriate use and application of these ROVs. 

3.2 List the legal standards or conditions, if any, that must be met before the project / 
technology is used.  

There is no legal standard or condition for the use of these cameras in non-protected public 
areas, such as a hotel hallway or public waterway. However, if the use of the camera is to 
occur inside a protected area, such as in a person’s home or property, absent exigent 
circumstances, or consent, a signed warrant is obtained from a judge. 

3.3 Describe the policies and training required of all personnel operating the project / 
technology, and who has access to ensure compliance with use and management policies. 

Authorized members of for the SPD SWAT, Arson/Bomb, and Harbor units are given training 
in the appropriate use and application of these ROVs. Unit commanders are responsible to 
ensure usage of the technology falls within appropriate usage. 
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4.0 Data Collection and Use 
4.1 Provide details about what information is being collected from sources other than an 
individual, including other IT systems, systems of record, commercial data aggregators, 
publicly available data and/or other City departments. 

No information is being collected from sources other than an individual, including other IT 
systems, systems of record, commercial data aggregators, publicly available data and/or 
other City departments. 

4.2 What measures are in place to minimize inadvertent or improper collection of data? 

No images or data are stored or retained by ROVs used by SWAT or Arson/Bomb units. The 
Harbor unit ROVs store video and sonar imagery captured during each deployment of the 
unit. Only images directly related to the specific search and recovery are manually exported 
from the ROV’s onboard hard drive if requested by SPD detectives for follow up investigation. 
If such a request would be made, Harbor unit personnel would save the extracted images in 
the DEMS Evidence system. 

4.3 How and when will the project / technology be deployed or used? By whom? Who will 
determine when the project / technology is deployed and used? 

SPD Swat, Arson/Bomb, and Harbor units utilize this technology to disarm potentially 
hazardous devices, assess potentially dangerous situations, perform underwater search and 
recovery, and obtain real-time information about the situational environment. By doing so, 
SPD personnel and the subjects involved in those situations are safer. 

4.4 How often will the technology be in operation?  

The different types of cameras are used with varying frequency depending on the 
circumstances, though these three units utilize the ROVs on a regular basis. 

4.5 What is the permanence of the installation? Is it installed permanently, or temporarily? 

These ROVs are portable and do not remain in fixed locations. 

4.6 Is a physical object collecting data or images visible to the public? What are the markings 
to indicate that it is in use? What signage is used to determine department ownership and 
contact information? 

No images or data are stored or retained by ROVs used by SWAT or Arson/Bomb units. The 
Harbor unit ROVs are utilized during search and recovery operations and are not covert. 

4.7 How will data that is collected be accessed and by whom?  
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No images or data are stored or retained by ROVs used by SWAT or Arson/Bomb units. The 
Harbor unit ROVs store video and sonar imagery captured during each deployment of the 
unit. Only images directly related to the specific search and recovery are manually exported 
from the ROV’s onboard hard drive if requested by SPD detectives for follow up investigation. 
If such a request would be made, Harbor unit personnel would save the extracted images in 
the DEMS Evidence system. 

When the Harbor ROV is utilized in the recovery of a body, information such as water 
temperature, GPS location, and water depth are recorded. 

4.8 If operated or used by another entity on behalf of the City, provide details about access, 
and applicable protocols.  

This technology is used only by the SWAT, Arson/Bomb, and Harbor units.  

4.9 What are acceptable reasons for access to the equipment and/or data collected?  

They are used to assess potentially dangerous situations from a safe distance. The Harbor 
unit utilizes the ROV to perform underwater search and recovery operations. The video and 
sonar information recorded by the underwater ROV is stored in an onboard hard drive. If 
requested by an SPD detective for follow up investigation, specific images are exported for 
upload into the DEMS evidence system.  

4.10 What safeguards are in place, for protecting data from unauthorized access (encryption, 
access control mechanisms, etc.) And to provide an audit trail (viewer logging, modification 
logging, etc.)? 

This equipment is securely stored and accessible only to the specified units for use in their 
operations.  

5.0 Data Storage, Retention and Deletion  
5.1 How will data be securely stored? 

No images or data are stored or retained by ROVs used by SWAT or Arson/Bomb units. The 
Harbor unit ROVs store video and sonar imagery captured during each deployment of the 
unit. Only images directly related to the specific search and recovery are manually exported 
from the ROV’s onboard hard drive if requested by SPD detectives for follow up investigation. 
If such a request would be made, Harbor unit personnel would save the extracted images in 
the DEMS Evidence system. The ROV’s files are in a proprietary format, accessible only 
through the proprietary software loaded on a non-networked computer used only with the 
ROV. The information is stored only on the hard drive physically inside the ROV. This hard 
drive is deleted periodically when the software informs the users that it is nearing capacity. 

5.2 How will the owner allow for departmental and other entities, to audit for compliance 
with legal deletion requirements? 
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Audit, Policy & Research Section personnel can also conduct audits of all data collection software 
and systems. Additionally, any appropriate auditor, including the Office of Inspector General and 
the federal monitor can audit for compliance at any time.    

5.3 What measures will be used to destroy improperly collected data?  

SPD Policy 7.010 governs the submission of evidence and requires that all collected evidence 
be documented in a General Offense Report.  Evidence is submitted to the Evidence Unit and 
associated with a specific GO Number and investigation.   

All information must be gathered and recorded in a manner that is consistent with SPD Policy 
6.060, such that it does not reasonably infringe upon “individual rights, liberties, and 
freedoms secured by the Constitution of the United States and of the State of Washington, 
including, among others, the freedom of speech, press, association and assembly; liberty of 
conscience; the exercise of religion; and the right to petition government for redress of 
grievances; or violate an individual’s right to privacy.”   

All SPD employees must adhere to laws, City policy, and Department Policy (SPD Policy 
5.001), and any employees suspected of being in violation of laws or policy or other 
misconduct are subject to discipline, as outlined in SPD Policy 5.002.   

5.4 Which specific departmental unit or individual is responsible for ensuring compliance with 
data retention requirements?  

Unit supervisors are responsible for ensuring compliance with data retention requirements 
within SPD.  
SPD’s Intelligence and Analysis Section reviews the audit logs and ensures compliance with all 
regulations and requirements. 
Audit, Policy & Research Section personnel can also conduct audits of all data collection software 
and systems. Additionally, any appropriate auditor, including the Office of Inspector General and 
the federal monitor can audit for compliance at any time. Supervisors are responsible for 
ensuring compliance with data retention requirements within SPD.  

SPD’s Intelligence and Analysis Section reviews the audit logs and ensures compliance with all 
regulations and requirements. 

Audit, Policy & Research Section personnel can also conduct audits of all data collection software 
and systems. Additionally, any appropriate auditor, including the Office of Inspector General and 
the federal monitor can audit for compliance at any time.    
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6.0 Data Sharing and Accuracy  
6.1 Which entity or entities inside and external to the City will be data sharing partners? 

Only images directly related to the specific search and recovery are manually exported from 
the ROV’s onboard hard drive if requested by SPD detectives for follow up investigation. If 
such a request would be made, Harbor unit personnel would save the extracted images in the 
DEMS Evidence system. When the Harbor ROV is utilized in the recovery of a body, 
information such as water temperature, GPS location, and water depth are recorded and 
shared with the Medical Examiner’s Office. 

No person, outside of SPD, has direct access to the ROVs or the data while it resides in the 
device.   

Data obtained from the system may be shared outside SPD with the other agencies, entities, 
or individuals within legal guidelines or as required by law. 

Data may be shared with outside entities in connection with criminal prosecutions:  

• Seattle City Attorney’s Office 
• King County Prosecuting Attorney’s Office 
• King County Department of Public Defense 
• Private Defense Attorneys 
• Seattle Municipal Court 
• King County Superior Court 
• Similar entities where prosecution is in Federal or other State jurisdictions 

 
Data may be made available to requesters pursuant to the Washington Public Records Act, 
Chapter 42.56 RCW (“PRA”). SPD will apply applicable exemptions to the data before 
disclosing to a requester.  Individuals have the right to inspect criminal history record 
information maintained by the department (RCW 10.97.030, SPD Policy 12.050). Individuals can 
access their own information by submitting a public disclosure request. 
 
Per SPD Policy 12.080, the Crime Records Unit is responsible for receiving, recording, and 
responding to requests “for General Offense Reports from other City departments and from 
other law enforcement agencies, as well as from insurance companies.”   

Discrete pieces of data collected by ROVs may be shared with other law enforcement agencies in 
wanted bulletins, and in connection with law enforcement investigations jointly conducted with those 
agencies, or in response to requests from law enforcement agencies investigating criminal activity as 
governed by SPD Policy 12.050 and 12.110.  All requests for data from Federal Immigration and 
Customs Enforcement (ICE) authorities are referred to the Mayor’s Office Legal Counsel in accordance 
with the Mayoral Directive, dated February 6, 2018. 

 
SPD shares data with authorized researchers pursuant to properly execute research and 
confidentiality agreements as provide by SPD Policy 12.055.  This sharing may include 
discrete pieces of data related to specific investigative files collected by the devices.   
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6.2 Why is data sharing necessary? 

Data sharing is necessary for SPD to fulfill its mission of contributing to crime reduction by 
assisting in collecting evidence related to serious and/or violent criminal activity as part of 
investigation, and to comply with legal requirements. 

6.3 Are there any restrictions on non-City data use?  

Yes ☒ No ☐ 

6.3.1 If you answered yes, provide a copy of the department’s procedures and policies 
for ensuring compliance with these restrictions. 

Law enforcement agencies receiving criminal history information are subject to the 
requirements of 28 CFR Part 20, regulating criminal justice information systems In 
addition, Washington State law enforcement agencies  are subject to the provisions of 
WAC 446-20-260 (auditing and dissemination of criminal history record information 
systems), and RCW Chapter 10.97 (Washington State Criminal Records Privacy Act). 

Once disclosed in response to PRA request, there are no restrictions on non-City data 
use; however, applicable exemptions will be applied prior to disclosure to any 
requestor who is not authorized to receive exempt content.   
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6.4 How does the project/technology review and approve information sharing agreements, 
memorandums of understanding, new uses of the information, new access to the system by 
organizations within City of Seattle and outside agencies?  

Research agreements must meet the standards reflected in SPD Policy 12.055. Law 
enforcement agencies receiving criminal history information are subject to the requirements 
of 28 CFR Part 20. In addition, Washington State law enforcement agencies are subject to the 
provisions of WAC 446-20-260, and RCW Chapter 10.97. 

6.5 Explain how the project/technology checks the accuracy of the information collected. If 
accuracy is not checked, please explain why. 

No images or data are stored or retained by ROVs used by SWAT or Arson/Bomb units. The 
Harbor ROVs do not check for accuracy, as they are simply capturing a live video and sonar 
imagery.  They are not interpreting or otherwise, analyzing any data they collect.     

6.6 Describe any procedures that allow individuals to access their information and correct 
inaccurate or erroneous information. 

N/A 

7.0 Legal Obligations, Risks and Compliance 
7.1 What specific legal authorities and/or agreements permit and define the collection of 
information by the project/technology? 

When ROVs will be utilized in protected areas, such as inside a home, the SPD unit obtains a 
signed warrant. 

7.2 Describe what privacy training is provided to users either generally or specifically relevant 
to the project/technology. 

The SWAT, Arson/Bomb, and Harbor unit personnel are trained on the proper use of the 
ROVs utilized by their unit. 

7.3 Given the specific data elements collected, describe the privacy risks identified and for 
each risk, explain how it was mitigated. Specific risks may be inherent in the sources or 
methods of collection, or the quality or quantity of information included. 

Because the units require a signed warrant before utilizing this technology in protected 
areas, they have mitigated the risk of improper viewing of the protected areas. 

7.4 Is there any aspect of the project/technology that might cause concern by giving the 
appearance to the public of privacy intrusion or misuse of personal information?  
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The nature of this type of technology does cause concern by giving the appearance to the 
public of privacy intrusion or misuse. It may appear to the public that this technology will be 
used to surveil public spaces, particularly near places of worship or during public gatherings. 
While the cameras mounted on ROVs have the capability to surveil the public in this manner, 
they are not utilized by SPD in this manner. No information, images, or audio are recorded by 
any of the SWAT or Arson/Bomb ROVs. Additionally, there is concern by members of the 
public that police ROVs and “robots” operate autonomously or use machine learning or other 
algorithmic processes which may unfairly police underprivileged or underrepresented 
communities. The ROVs which are utilized by SPD are not autonomous and do not use 
machine learning or other algorithmic processes. They are all operated by SPD personnel 
from safe positions in the locations where the ROVs are deployed. 

8.0 Monitoring and Enforcement 
8.1 Describe how the project/technology maintains a record of any disclosures outside of the 
department. 

No images or data are stored or retained by any ROV used by SWAT or Arson/Bomb. When 
ROVs will be utilized in protected areas, such as inside a home, the SPD unit obtains a signed 
warrant. Per SPD Policy 12.080, the Crime Records Unit is responsible to receive and record 
all requests “for General Offense Reports from other City departments and from other law 
enforcement agencies, as well as from insurance companies.”   

Any requests for public disclosure are logged by SPD’s Public Disclosure Unit.  Any action 
taken, and data released subsequently, is then tracked through the request log.  Responses 
to Public Disclosure Requests, including responsive records provided to a requestor, are 
retained by SPD for two years after the request is completed.   

8.2 What auditing measures are in place to safeguard the information, and policies that 
pertain to them, as well as who has access to the audit data? Explain whether the 
project/technology conducts self-audits, third party audits or reviews. 

No images or data are stored or retained by any ROV used by SWAT or Arson/Bomb units. 
When ROVs will be utilized in protected areas, such as inside a home, the SPD unit obtains a 
signed warrant. Information on the use of warranted technologies is available to the Office of 
the Inspector General, and the federal monitor at any time.   
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Financial Information 
Purpose 
This section provides a description of the fiscal impact of the surveillance technology, as 
required by the surveillance ordinance. 

1.0 Fiscal Impact 
Provide a description of the fiscal impact of the project/technology by answering the questions 
below.  

1.1 Current or potential sources of funding: initial acquisition costs. 

Current ☒ potential ☐ 
Date of initial 
acquisition 

Date of go 
live 

Direct initial 
acquisition 
cost 

Professional 
services for 
acquisition 

Other 
acquisition 
costs 

Initial 
acquisition 
funding 
source 

03/2021 - $65,622 - - SPD Budget 
12/2020 - $340,652 - - Grant funds 

$261,429, 
Foundation 
Match 
$115,854 

02/2016 - $34,839 - - SPD Budget 
04/2013 - $67,504 - - FFY11 SHSP 

grant 
04/2013 - $129,383 - - FFY11 SHSP 

grant 
12/2012 - $13,950 - - FFY10 SHSP 

grant 
Notes: 

Some ROV equipment was purchased prior to current records 

1.2 Current or potential sources of funding: on-going operating costs, including maintenance, 
licensing, personnel, legal/compliance use auditing, data retention and security costs. 

Current ☒ potential ☐ 
Annual 
maintenance and 
licensing  

Legal/compliance, 
audit, data 
retention and 
other security 
costs 

Department 
overhead 

IT overhead Annual funding 
source 

$1200 - - - SPD Budget 
Notes: 
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Annual costs include licenses for workstation software and maintenance such as replacement 
batteries. 

1.3 Cost savings potential through use of the technology 

N/A 

1.4 Current or potential sources of funding including subsidies or free products offered by 
vendors or governmental entities 

N/A 
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Expertise and References  
Purpose 
The following information is provided to ensure that Council has a group of experts to reference 
while reviewing the completed surveillance impact report (“SIR”). Any individuals or agencies 
referenced must be made aware ahead of publication that their information has been included. 
All materials must be available for Council to access or review, without requiring additional 
purchase or contract. 

1.0 Other Government References 
Please list any other government bodies that have implemented this technology and can speak 
to the implementation of this technology. 

Agency, municipality, etc. Primary contact Description of current use 

- - - 

2.0 Academics, Consultants, and Other Experts 
Please list any experts in the technology under consideration, or in the technical completion of the 
service or function the technology is responsible for.   

Agency, municipality, etc. Primary contact Description of current use 

- - - 
   

3.0 White Papers or Other Documents 
Please list any authoritative publication, report or guide that is relevant to the use of this technology or 
this type of technology.  
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Title Publication Link 

What 
does a 
bomb 
disposal 
robot 
actually 
do? 

BBC.com https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20160714-what-does-a-
bomb-disposal-robot-actually-do 

“Video for 
SWAT 
Operation
s” 

Law and 
Order, The 
Magazine 
for Police 
Manageme
nt 

http://www.hendonpub.com/resources/article_archive/results/det
ails?id=3589 
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Racial Equity Toolkit (“RET”) and engagement for public 
comment worksheet 
Purpose 
Departments submitting a SIR are required to complete an adapted version of the Racial Equity 
Toolkit (“RET”) in order to: 

• Provide a framework for the mindful completion of the SIR in a way that is sensitive to 
the historic exclusion of vulnerable and historically underrepresented communities. 
Particularly, to inform the public engagement efforts departments will complete as part 
of the surveillance impact report. 

• Highlight and mitigate any impacts on racial equity from the adoption and the use of the 
technology. 

• Highlight and mitigate any disparate impacts on individuals or vulnerable communities.   
• Fulfill the public engagement requirements of the surveillance impact report. 

Adaptation of the RET for Surveillance Impact Reports 
The RET was adapted for the specific use by the Seattle Information Technology Departments’ 
(“Seattle IT”) Privacy Team, the Office of Civil Rights (“OCR”), and Change Team members from 
Seattle IT, Seattle City Light, Seattle Fire Department, Seattle Police Department, and Seattle 
Department of Transportation. 

Racial Equity Toolkit Overview 
The vision of the Seattle Race and Social Justice Initiative (“RSJI”) is to eliminate racial inequity 
in the community. To do this requires ending individual racism, institutional racism and 
structural racism. The RET lays out a process and a set of questions to guide the development, 
implementation and evaluation of policies, initiatives, programs, and budget issues to address 
the impacts on racial equity.  

1.0 Set Outcomes 

1.1. Seattle City Council has defined the following inclusion criteria in the surveillance 
ordinance, and they serve as important touchstones for the risks departments are being 
asked to resolve and/or mitigate. Which of the following inclusion criteria apply to this 
technology? 

☐ The technology disparately impacts disadvantaged groups.  
☐ There is a high likelihood that personally identifiable information will be shared with non-City 
entities that will use the data for a purpose other than providing the City with a contractually 
agreed-upon service.  
☐ The technology collects data that is personally identifiable even if obscured, de-identified, or 
anonymized after collection.  
☒ The technology raises reasonable concerns about impacts to civil liberty, freedom of speech 
or association, racial equity, or social justice. 
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1.2 What are the potential impacts on civil liberties through the implementation of this 
technology? How is the department mitigating these risks? 

The potential that innocent members of the community would fall under surveillance by 
covert use of ROVs by the SPD is mitigated in two ways. First, the usage of this equipment is 
situational, and the ROVs are used during events in which the SWAT, Arson/Bomb, and 
Harbor units responds to calls for police service. Where the ROVs are utilized in non-public 
areas a signed warrant is obtained prior to their use. Second, no images, data, or audio is 
recorded by the SWAT or Arson/Bomb ROVs. The images captured by the underwater Harbor 
ROVs are not likely to impact civil liberties. 

1.3 What are the risks for racial or ethnicity-based bias through each use or deployment of 
this technology? How is the department mitigating these risks? 

Include a description of any issues that may arise such as algorithmic bias or the possibility for 
ethnic bias to emerge in people and/or system decision-making.  

The mission of the Seattle Police Department is to prevent crime, enforce the law, and 
support quality public safety by delivering respectful, professional and dependable police 
services. SPD Policy 5.140 forbids bias-based policing and outlines processes for reporting 
and documenting any suspected bias-based behavior, as well as accountability measures. The 
use of this technology does not enhance the risks of racial or ethnicity-based bias. 

1.4 Where in the City is the technology used or deployed?  

☒ all Seattle neighborhoods 
☐ Ballard 
☐ Belltown 
☐ Beacon Hill 
☐ Capitol Hill 
☐ Central District 
☐ Columbia City 
☐ Delridge 
☐ First Hill 
☐ Georgetown 
☐ Greenwood / Phinney 
☐ International District 
☐ Interbay 
☐ North 
☐ Northeast 

☐ Northwest 
☐ Madison Park / Madison Valley 
☐ Magnolia 
☐ Rainier Beach 
☐ Ravenna / Laurelhurst 
☐ South Lake Union / Eastlake 
☐ Southeast 
☐ Southwest 
☐ South Park 
☐ Wallingford / Fremont 
☐ West Seattle 
☐ King county (outside Seattle) 
☐ Outside King County. 

 
If possible, please include any maps or visualizations of historical deployments / use. 
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If possible, please include any maps or visualizations of historical deployments / use 
here. 
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1.4.1 What are the racial demographics of those living in this area or impacted by 
these issues? 

City of Seattle demographics: White - 69.5%; Black or African American - 7.9%; Amer. 
Indian & Alaska Native - 0.8%; Asian - 13.8%; Native Hawaiian & Pacific Islander - 0.4; 
Other race - 2.4%; Two or more races - 5.1%; Hispanic or Latino ethnicity (of any race): 
6.6%; Persons of color: 33.7%. 

King County demographics: White – 70.1%; Black or African American – 6.7%; 
American Indian & Alaskan Native – 1.1%; Asian, Native Hawaiian, Pacific Islander – 
17.2%; Hispanic or Latino (of any race) – 9.4% 

1.4.2 How does the Department to ensure diverse neighborhoods, communities, or 
individuals are not specifically targeted through the use or deployment of this 
technology?  

The decision to use ROVs is made on a case-by-case basis. SPD does not deploy these 
devices proactively, but rather as a result of a call for service or pre-planned operation 
in response to a specific action. These devices allow officers to monitor a subject or 
watch an area of concern from a position of safety and distance or to render-safe a 
potentially dangerous device. Absent exigent circumstances, or consent, a signed 
warrant is obtained prior to the use of this technology in any protected area. 

1.5 How do decisions around data sharing have the potential for disparate impact on 
historically targeted communities? What is the department doing to mitigate those risks?  

The Aspen Institute on Community Change defines structural racism as “…public policies, 
institutional practices, cultural representations and other norms [which] work in various, 
often reinforcing ways to perpetuate racial group inequity.” Data sharing has the potential to 
be a contributing factor to structural racism and thus creating a disparate impact on 
historically targeted communities. In an effort to mitigate this possibility, SPD has established 
policies regarding the dissemination of data in connection with criminal prosecutions, 
Washington Public Records Act (Chapter 42.56 RCW), and other authorized researchers. 

Further, SPD Policy 5.140 forbids bias-based policing and outlines processes for reporting and 
documenting any suspected bias-based behavior, as well as accountability measures. 

No images, data, or audio is recorded by the SWAT or Arson/Bomb ROVs. The images 
captured by the underwater Harbor ROVs are not likely to impact civil liberties and have no 
potential for disparate impact. 

1.6 How do decisions around data storage and retention have the potential for disparate 
impact on historically targeted communities? What is the department doing to mitigate those 
risks?  
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Like decisions around data sharing, data storage and retention have similar potential for 
disparate impact on historically targeted communities. SPD Policy 5.140 forbids bias-based 
policing and outlines processes for reporting and documenting any suspected bias-based 
behavior, as well as accountability measures. 

1.7 What are potential unintended consequences (both negative and positive potential 
impact)? What proactive steps can you / have you taken to ensure these consequences do 
not occur. 

The most important unintended possible consequence related to the continued utilization of the 
ROVs is the possibility that the civil rights of individuals may be compromised by unlawful 
surveillance. No images, data, or audio is recorded by the SWAT or Arson/Bomb ROVs. The 
images captured by the underwater Harbor ROVs are not likely to impact civil liberties and 
have no potential for disparate impact. 

2.0 Public Outreach  
2.1 Scheduled public meeting(s). 

Meeting notes, sign-in sheets, all comments received, and questions from the public will be 
included in Appendix B, D, E, and F. Comment analysis will be summarized in section 3.0 Public 
Comment Analysis. 

Location Virtual (Webex) 

Time Wednesday, Apr 27, 2022 3:00 pm 

 

Location Virtual (Webex) 

Time Wednesday, May 18, 2022 3:00 pm 

 

 

 

3.0 Public Comment Analysis 
Note: 10 comments were received via email. Demographics and analysis was not conducted on 
these comments but are included in the Appendix containing all public comments. 

Due to low comment volume on individual technologies, analysis of comments was conducted 
across the group of technologies. 
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3.1 Summary of Response Volume 
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3.2 Question One: What concerns, if any, do you have about the use of this technology? 

 

3.3 Question Two: What value, if any, do you see in the use of this technology? 
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3.4 Question Three: What would you want City leadership to consider when making a 
decision about the use of this technology? 

 

3.5 Question Four: General response to the technology. 
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4.0 Response to Public Comments 
4.1 How will you address the concerns that have been identified by the public?  

What program, policy and partnership strategies will you implement? What strategies 
address immediate impacts? Long-term impacts? What strategies address root causes of 
inequity listed above? How will you partner with stakeholders for long-term positive 
change?  

5.0 Equity Annual Reporting  
5.1 What metrics for this technology be reported to the CTO for the annual equity 
assessments?  

Respond here.   
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Privacy and Civil Liberties Assessment 
Purpose 
This section shall be completed after public engagement has concluded and the department has 
completed the racial equity toolkit section above. The privacy and civil liberties assessment is completed 
by the community surveillance working group (“working group”), per the surveillance ordinance which 
states that the working group shall: 

“Provide to the executive and the City Council a privacy and civil liberties impact assessment for each SIR 
that must be included with any departmental request for surveillance technology acquisition or in-use 
approval. The impact assessment shall include a description of the potential impact of the surveillance 
technology on civil rights and liberties and potential disparate impacts on communities of color and 
other marginalized communities. The CTO shall share with the working group a copy of the SIR that shall 
also be posted during the period of public engagement. At the conclusion of the public engagement 
period, the CTO shall share the final proposed SIR with the working group at least six weeks prior to 
submittal of the SIR to Council for approval. The working group shall provide its impact assessment in 
writing to the executive and the City Council for inclusion in the SIR within six weeks of receiving the 
final proposed SIR. If the working group does not provide the impact assessment before such time, the 
working group must ask for a two-week extension of time to City Council in writing.   If the working 
group fails to submit an impact statement within eight weeks of receiving the SIR, the department and 
City Council may proceed with ordinance approval without the impact statement.” 

Working Group Privacy and Civil Liberties Assessment 
From: Seattle Community Surveillance Working Group (CSWG) 

To: Seattle City Council  

Date: August 4, 2022 

Re: Privacy and Civil Liberties Impact Assessment for Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs) 

 

Executive Summary 

 

The CSWG has completed its review of the Surveillance Impact Reports (SIRs) for the six surveillance 
technologies included in Group 4b of the Seattle Surveillance Ordinance technology review process. 
These technologies are GeoTime; Computer, Cell Phone, and Mobile Device Extraction Tools; Camera 
Systems; Remotely Operated Vehicles; Crash Data Retrieval; and Tracking Devices. This document is 
the CSWG’s Privacy and Civil Liberties Impact Assessment for Remotely Operated Vehicles used by 
Seattle Police Department (SPD) as set forth in SMC 14.18.080(B)(1), which we provide for inclusion in 
the final SIRs submitted to the City Councils.  

 

This document first provides our recommendations to Council, then provides background information, key 
concerns, and outstanding questions regarding Remotely Operated Vehicles.  

 

Our assessment of Remotely Operated Vehicles as used by Seattle Police Department (SPD) focuses on 
the following major issues.  

 

1. Potential for weaponization and surveillance and inadequate policies defining purpose limitations.  
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2. Inadequate policies on data storage, safeguards, and retention.  
3. Inadequate policies on oversight, training, and auditing.  

 

The Council should adopt clear and enforceable rules that ensure, at the minimum, the following:  

 

1. There is a prohibition on the use of ROVs to deploy weapons.  
2. A court ordered warrant is required to use ROV to surveil any members of the public. 
3. There must be a policy prohibiting SPD from using SPD-provided or personal cell phones to record 

the livestream on the ROV display.  
4. There is a policy defining the incident types for which SPD may use ROVs, how they may be used, 

and what the usage limits are. 
5. There must be strong access controls (authentication, authorization, logging, etc.) in place for ROVs. 
6. Any data collected via ROVs that is not needed for an investigation is deleted immediately.  
7. Data collected via ROVs must never leave SPD-owned equipment.  
8. The following are made publicly available:  

a. How many people have access to ROVs. 
b. The purchase orders and contracts for each of the ROVs.  

9. The following are made publicly available on at least a monthly basis: 
a. The manufacturer name and model number and name of any ROV used; 
b. The reason for use;  
c. The length of time the ROV was deployed; 
d. Whether the use of the ROV(s) resulted in any arrest, conviction, injury, fatality, accident, 

economic burden, inconvenience, or harm to any individuals or groups;  
e. Whether the deployment of the ROV was used for search and rescue; 
f. Whether the ROV was used to surveil or otherwise act upon any group of people engaged in 

a protest, demonstration, public assembly, religious or other gathering; 
g. To whom and under what circumstances data gathered from a ROV has been or are being 

shared. 
10. There is adequate and standardized training for all personnel who use ROVs and the training 

includes a privacy component specific to the risks inherent to using ROVs as an investigative tool. 
11. There must be a detailed direct audit log of user actions with ROVs and SPD must produce a publicly 

available annual audit report about its use of the technology.  

 

 

Key Concerns 

 

 

1. Potential for Surveillance and Weaponization and Lack of Clarity on Usage Limitations. 
While the SIR explains some use cases for ROVs, it does not include specific policies placing 
limits on its uses. ROVs may be used to surveil members of the public via cameras and may be 
used to carry weapons and deliver lethal force. Some ROVs can support recoilless disrupters that 
can shoot diverse types of projectiles which are intended to remotely disable an improved 
explosive device (IED), i.e., a bomb However, some ROVs, such as the SWORDS TALON ROV, 
support a diverse range of weapons. A 12-gauge shotgun can also be mounted onto the 
Pointman ROV. The purpose of mounting weapons onto ROVs would be to harm or kill humans—
not to disable an IED. SPD uses both TALON and Pointman ROVs and it is unclear whether SPD 
has ever used ROVs to deploy weapons or if SPD has a policy prohibiting the use of weapons 
with ROVs. 
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2. Lack of Clarity on if There are Auditable Logs of the Deployment of ROVs. The SIR does not 

clearly answer what processes are required prior to each use or access to ROVs, such as a 
notification, or check-in, or check-out of the equipment. The SIR only states, “Authorized 
members of the SPD SWAT, Arson/Bomb, and Harbor units are given training in the appropriate 
use and application of these ROVs.” Lack of a check-in/check-out procedure is concerning 
because there may be no logs that could be audited of the deployment of the ROVs.  

 

3. Lack of Clarity on the Number of Cases for Which ROVs are Used. The SIR does not make 
clear for how many cases per year the SWAT, Arson/Bomb, and Harbor units use ROVs, and the 
average and median length of time ROVs are deployed. 

 

4. Inadequate Data Storage, Safeguards, and Retention. The SIR states that Harbor unit 
personnel delete the data on the hard drives inside the ROV only periodically when the software 
informs the users that it is nearing capacity. It is unclear why there is no policy requiring the 
deletion of recorded data from the Harbor unit’s ROVs when a deployment is finished. It is also 
unclear whether the statement that no images or data are stored or retained by ROVs used by 
SWAT and Arson/Bomb units also applies to SPD-provided cell phones, personal cell phones, or 
remote controllers and tablets that may also support recording data.  

 

5. Lack of Clarity on if ROV Training is Standardized and Documented.  The SIR states, 
“Authorized members of for the SPD SWAT, Arson/Bomb, and Harbor units are given training in 
the appropriate use and application of these ROVs. Unit commanders are responsible to ensure 
usage of the technology falls within the appropriate usage.” It is unclear if there is a standardized 
and documented training process.  

 

6. Lack of Clarity About Disclosures to Other Agencies. The SIR states that SPD may share 
data obtained from ROVs with outside entities but does not address whether SPD maintains a 
record of those disclosures. Without a record of all disclosures, it is impossible to know who has 
received these sensitive data. 
 

 
 

Outstanding Questions  

 

1. Is there any policy defining usage limits for SPD’s use of ROVs?  
2. Is there a procedure for SPD personnel to get access to the ROVs? 
3. Is there an auditable log of the deployment of ROVs?  
4. For how many cases per year does the SWAT unit use ROVs?  
5. For how many cases per year does the Arson/Bomb unit use ROVs? 
6. For how many cases per year does the Harbor unit use ROVs? 
7. Is the training for members of the SPD SWAT, Arson/Bomb, and Harbor units standardized?  
8. Is there a policy requiring the deletion of recorded data from the Harbor unit’s ROVs when a 

deployment is finished?  
9. Is there a policy prohibiting SPD personnel from recording data using SPD-provided cell phones or 

personal cell phones, or remote controllers or tablets that may be connected to the ROVs wirelessly?  
10. Has SPD ever used an ROV with weapons or for lethal force? 
11. Do any of the SPD ROVs include X-ray or infrared devices?   
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12. Have there been any audits of SPD’s use of ROVs? If so, when was the last audit and where can that 
audit report be found?  

 

The answers to these questions can further inform the content of any binding policy the Council chooses 
to include in an ordinance on this technology, as recommended above.  
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Memo 
To:   Seattle City Council  

From:  Jim Loter, Interim Chief Technology Officer  

Subject:   CTO Response to the Surveillance Working Group Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs) 
SIR Review 

  
Purpose  
As provided in the Surveillance Ordinance, SMC 14.18.080, this memo outlines the Chief Technology 
Officer’s (CTO’s) response to the Surveillance Working Group assessment on the Surveillance Impact 
Report for Seattle Police Department’s Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs). 
 

Background  
The Information Technology Department (ITD) is dedicated to the Privacy Principles and Surveillance 
Ordinance objectives to provide oversight and transparency about the use and acquisition of specialized 
technologies with potential privacy and civil liberties impacts.  All City departments have a shared 
mission to protect lives and property while balancing technology use and data collection with negative 
impacts to individuals.  This requires ensuring the appropriate use of privacy invasive technologies 
through technology limitations, policy, training and departmental oversight.   
  
The CTO’s role in the SIR process has been to ensure that all City departments are compliant with the 
Surveillance Ordinance requirements.  As part of the review work for surveillance technologies, ITD’s 
Privacy Office has facilitated the creation of the Surveillance Impact Report documentation, 
including collecting comments and suggestions from the Working Group and members of the public 
about these technologies. IT and City departments have also worked collaboratively with the Working 
Group to answer additional questions that came up during their review process.   
 

Technology Purpose  
Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs) are unarmed remote controlled vehicles utilized by SPD SWAT, 
Arson/Bomb, and Harbor units to access areas that are potentially dangerous for personnel to physically 
enter. The ROVs operated by the SWAT and Arson/Bomb units are wheeled vehicles while the ROV 
operated by the Harbor unit are designed as submersible underwater vehicles. All SPD ROVs are 
controlled by SPD employees operating handheld controllers from a safe position nearby. Some ROVs 
operated by SPD have a remotely controlled arm capable of performing simple tasks safely from a 
remote location. 

 
Working Group Concerns  
In their review, the Working Group has raised concerns about these devices being used in a privacy 
impacting way, including data collection, sharing, retention, deletion, storage, and protection. 
We believe that policy, training and technology limitations enacted by SPD provide adequate mitigation 
for the potential privacy and civil liberties concerns raised by the Working Group about the use of this 
operational technology.  
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Recommended Next Steps   
I look forward to working together with Council and City departments to ensure continued transparency 
about the use of these technologies and finding a mutually agreeable means to use technology to 
improve City services while protecting the privacy and civil rights of the residents we serve. Specific 
concerns in the Working Group comments about this technology are addressed in 
the attached document.   
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Response to Specific Concerns: Remotely Operated Vehicles 
 
 
Concern: Potential for Surveillance and Weaponization and Lack of Clarity on 
Usage Limitations 

CTO Assessment:  

Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs) are unarmed vehicles used by SPD SWAT, the Arson/Bomb, and 
Harbor units, as detailed in section 1.1 of the Surveillance Impact Report. The SIR Process designates 
that if the ROV ordinance is approved by City Council, the detail in the SIR become the approved uses 
and protections; any use outside of what is codified in the SIR, in this case weaponization of ROVs, 
would be in violation of the ordinance. 

SIR Response: 

Section 1.1 

Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs) are unarmed remote controlled vehicles utilized by SPD SWAT, 
Arson/Bomb, and Harbor units to access areas that are potentially dangerous for personnel to physically 
enter. The ROVs operated by the SWAT and Arson/Bomb units are wheeled vehicles while the ROV 
operated by the Harbor unit are designed as submersible underwater vehicles. All SPD ROVs are 
controlled by SPD employees operating handheld controllers from a safe position nearby. Some ROVs 
operated by SPD have a remotely controlled arm capable of performing simple tasks safely from a 
remote location. 

 

Concern: Lack of Clarity on if There are Auditable Logs of the Deployment of 
ROVs 

CTO Assessment: Technology audits, including deployment of ROVs, may be conducted by the Office of 
the Inspector General, the federal monitor, and/or by the Audit, Policy, and Research section within SPD 
at each entity’s discretion. 

SIR Response: 

Section 4.10 

This equipment is securely stored and accessible only to the specified units for use in their operations. 

Section 5.4 

SPD’s Intelligence and Analysis Section reviews the audit logs and ensures compliance with all 
regulations and requirements. 
 
Audit, Policy & Research Section personnel can also conduct audits of all data collection software 
and systems. Additionally, any appropriate auditor, including the Office of Inspector General and 
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the federal monitor can audit for compliance at any time. Supervisors are responsible for ensuring 
compliance with data retention requirements within SPD.  
 
SPD’s Intelligence and Analysis Section reviews the audit logs and ensures compliance with all 
regulations and requirements. 

Audit, Policy & Research Section personnel can also conduct audits of all data collection software 
and systems. Additionally, any appropriate auditor, including the Office of Inspector General and 
the federal monitor can audit for compliance at any time.    

Concern: Lack of Clarity on the Number of Cases for Which ROVs are Used 

CTO Assessment: The number of cases of which an ROV is used is not a question represented in the SIR 
but may be part of the OIG’s audit of ROV technologies through the surveillance process. 

 

Concern: Inadequate Data Storage, Safeguards, and Retention 

CTO Assessment: Data associated with the ROV’s used by SWAT or the Aron/Bomb units is not stored or 
retained. Data, in this case video or sonar imagery, generated by the Harbor Unit’s use of the ROV is only 
stored and retained in instances of follow-up investigation by SPD detectives. This data is stored in SPD’s 
DEMS Evidence System and is retained in accordance with applicable retention schedules.  

SIR Response: 

Section 4.7 

No images or data are stored or retained by ROVs used by SWAT or Arson/Bomb units. The Harbor unit 
ROVs store video and sonar imagery captured during each deployment of the unit. Only images directly 
related to the specific search and recovery are manually exported from the ROV’s onboard hard drive if 
requested by SPD detectives for follow up investigation. If such a request would be made, Harbor unit 
personnel would save the extracted images in the DEMS Evidence system. 

When the Harbor ROV is utilized in the recovery of a body, information such as water temperature, GPS 
location, and water depth are recorded. 

Section 4.10 

This equipment is securely stored and accessible only to the specified units for use in their operations. 

Section 5.1 

No images or data are stored or retained by ROVs used by SWAT or Arson/Bomb units. The Harbor unit 
ROVs store video and sonar imagery captured during each deployment of the unit. Only images directly 
related to the specific search and recovery are manually exported from the ROV’s onboard hard drive if 
requested by SPD detectives for follow up investigation. If such a request would be made, Harbor unit 
personnel would save the extracted images in the DEMS Evidence system. The ROV’s files are in a 
proprietary format, accessible only through the proprietary software loaded on a non-networked 
computer used only with the ROV. The information is stored only on the hard drive physically inside the 
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ROV. This hard drive is deleted periodically when the software informs the users that it is nearing 
capacity. 

Section 5.4 

Unit supervisors are responsible for ensuring compliance with data retention requirements within 
SPD.     

Section 7.1 

When ROVs will be utilized in protected areas, such as inside a home, the SPD unit obtains a signed 
warrant. 

Section 8.2 

No images or data are stored or retained by any ROV used by SWAT or Arson/Bomb units. When ROVs 
will be utilized in protected areas, such as inside a home, the SPD unit obtains a signed warrant. 
Information on the use of warranted technologies is available to the Office of the Inspector General, and 
the federal monitor at any time.   

Concern: Lack of Clarity on if ROV Training is Standardized and Documented 

CTO Assessment: Training specific to the use of ROVs is conducted by the units that leverage the 
technology, for all personnel authorized to use them. Additional details related to training 
documentation may be addressed in audits conducted by the OIG, as part of the surveillance process. 

SIR Response: 

Section 3.1 

Authorized members of for the SPD SWAT, Arson/Bomb, and Harbor units are given training in the 
appropriate use and application of these ROVs. 

Section 3.3 

Authorized members of for the SPD SWAT, Arson/Bomb, and Harbor units are given training in the 
appropriate use and application of these ROVs. Unit commanders are responsible to ensure usage of the 
technology falls within appropriate usage. 

Section 7.2 

The SWAT, Arson/Bomb, and Harbor unit personnel are trained on the proper use of the ROVs utilized 
by their unit. 

Concern: Lack of Clarity About Disclosures to Other Agencies 

CTO Assessment:  SPD detailed several policies in the SIR governing disclosure to other agencies, which 
are publicly available, including:  

• 12.050 
• 12.110   
• 12.055 
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• 12.080 
SIR Response: 

Section 6.1 

Only images directly related to the specific search and recovery are manually exported from the ROV’s 
onboard hard drive if requested by SPD detectives for follow up investigation. If such a request would be 
made, Harbor unit personnel would save the extracted images in the DEMS Evidence system. When the 
Harbor ROV is utilized in the recovery of a body, information such as water temperature, GPS location, 
and water depth are recorded and shared with the Medical Examiner’s Office. 

No person, outside of SPD, has direct access to the ROVs or the data while it resides in the device.   

Data obtained from the system may be shared outside SPD with the other agencies, entities, or 
individuals within legal guidelines or as required by law. 

Data may be shared with outside entities in connection with criminal prosecutions:  
• Seattle City Attorney’s Office 
• King County Prosecuting Attorney’s Office 
• King County Department of Public Defense 
• Private Defense Attorneys 
• Seattle Municipal Court 
• King County Superior Court 
• Similar entities where prosecution is in Federal or other State jurisdictions 

 
Data may be made available to requesters pursuant to the Washington Public Records Act, Chapter 
42.56 RCW (“PRA”). SPD will apply applicable exemptions to the data before disclosing to a requester.  
Individuals have the right to inspect criminal history record information maintained by the 
department (RCW 10.97.030, SPD Policy 12.050). Individuals can access their own information by 
submitting a public disclosure request. 
 
Per SPD Policy 12.080, the Crime Records Unit is responsible for receiving, recording, and responding to 
requests “for General Offense Reports from other City departments and from other law enforcement 
agencies, as well as from insurance companies.”   
Discrete pieces of data collected by ROVs may be shared with other law enforcement agencies in 
wanted bulletins, and in connection with law enforcement investigations jointly conducted with those 
agencies, or in response to requests from law enforcement agencies investigating criminal activity as 
governed by SPD Policy 12.050 and 12.110.  All requests for data from Federal Immigration and Customs 
Enforcement (ICE) authorities are referred to the Mayor’s Office Legal Counsel in accordance with the 
Mayoral Directive, dated February 6, 2018. 
 
SPD shares data with authorized researchers pursuant to properly execute research and confidentiality 
agreements as provide by SPD Policy 12.055.  This sharing may include discrete pieces of data related to 
specific investigative files collected by the devices.   
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Appendix A: Glossary 

Accountable: (taken from the racial equity toolkit.) Responsive to the needs and concerns of those most 
impacted by the issues you are working on, particularly to communities of color and those historically 
underrepresented in the civic process. 

Community outcomes: (taken from the racial equity toolkit.) The specific result you are seeking to 
achieve that advances racial equity. 

Contracting equity: (taken from the racial equity toolkit.) Efforts to achieve equitable racial outcomes in 
the way the City spends resources, including goods and services, consultants and contracting. 

DON: “department of neighborhoods.”  

Immigrant and refugee access to services: (taken from the racial equity toolkit.) Government services 
and resources are easily available and understandable to all Seattle residents, including non-native 
English speakers. Full and active participation of immigrant and refugee communities exists in Seattle’s 
civic, economic and cultural life. 

Inclusive outreach and public engagement: (taken from the racial equity toolkit.) Processes inclusive of 
people of diverse races, cultures, gender identities, sexual orientations and socio-economic status. 
Access to information, resources and civic processes so community members can effectively engage in 
the design and delivery of public services. 

Individual racism: (taken from the racial equity toolkit.) Pre-judgment, bias, stereotypes about an 
individual or group based on race. The impacts of racism on individuals including white people 
internalizing privilege, and people of color internalizing oppression. 

Institutional racism: (taken from the racial equity toolkit.) Organizational programs, policies or 
procedures that work to the benefit of white people and to the detriment of people of color, usually 
unintentionally or inadvertently. 

OCR: “Office of Civil Rights.” 

Opportunity areas: (taken from the racial equity toolkit.) One of seven issue areas the City of Seattle is 
working on in partnership with the community to eliminate racial disparities and create racial equity. 
They include: education, health, community development, criminal justice, jobs, housing, and the 
environment. 

Racial equity: (taken from the racial equity toolkit.) When social, economic and political opportunities 
are not predicted based upon a person’s race. 
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Racial inequity: (taken from the racial equity toolkit.) When 
a person’s race can predict their social, economic, and 
political opportunities and outcomes. 

RET: “racial equity toolkit” 

Seattle neighborhoods: (taken from the racial equity toolkit 
neighborhood.) Boundaries defined for the purpose of 
understanding geographic areas in Seattle. 

Stakeholders: (taken from the racial equity toolkit.) Those 
impacted by proposed policy, program, or budget issue who 
have potential concerns or issue expertise. Examples might 
include: specific racial/ethnic groups, other institutions like 
Seattle housing authority, schools, community-based 
organizations, change teams, City employees, unions, etc. 

Structural racism: (taken from the racial equity toolkit.) The 
interplay of policies, practices and programs of multiple 
institutions which leads to adverse outcomes and conditions 
for communities of color compared to white communities 
that occurs within the context of racialized historical and 
cultural conditions. 

Surveillance ordinance: Seattle City Council passed 
ordinance 125376, also referred to as the “surveillance 
ordinance.” 

SIR: “surveillance impact report”, a document which captures the fulfillment of the Council-defined 
surveillance technology review process, as required by ordinance 125376.  

Workforce equity: (taken from the racial equity toolkit.) Ensure the City's workforce diversity reflects 
the diversity of Seattle. 
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Appendix B: Meeting Notice(s) 
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Appendix D: Letters from Organizations or Commissions  
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Appendix E: Questions and Department Responses 
Question Response 
Regarding the remotely operated vehicles, could 
you share whether the SWAT or the arson bomb 
unit has any remotely operated vehicles with 
surveillance cameras -- and if so, how many  -- 
and are there any other recording capabilities -- 
and and in addition to that could you share what 
constitutes an extreme circumstance that would 
justify the use of a remotely operated vehicle in a 
protected private area without assigned warrant 
from a judge? 

Certainly, firstly the operated by have cameras. 
Was on them, that are used for situational 
awareness for the operator of the that way they 
can see where the where the is and what the is 
doing those devices do not record and the non 
recording cameras upon those devices were a 
part of their own surveillance impact report 
separately to this, so they don't record. They 
don't create a surveillance requirement, because 
they do not record as for use without a warrant. 
That would be anything that fits within the 
exigency exception to the warrant within the law. 
So, a safety issue that requires us to get inside 
somewhere. That is safer to use a robot than it is 
to use a person. 

What vendors are used to operate the cameras, 
ROV, and extraction tools? Is footage/data stored 
in a manner that is web accessible? 

As with other SIRs, SPD asks not to disclose the 
vendors that we use for these technologies.  If 
required to by the City Council, SPD will of course 
comply.   
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Appendix F: All Comments Received from Members of the 
Public 
ID: 114044271921 

Submitted Through:  SurveyMonkey 

Date: 6/2/2022 11:07:55 PM 

Which surveillance technology that is currently open for public comment, do you wish to 
comment on? 

SPD: Remotely Operated Vehicles 

What concerns, if any, do you have about the use of this technology? 

The ROV’s cameras may record or transmit images, audio, and other information that can 
violate people’s privacy, and potentially be misused in a variety of ways.  Section 2.3 highlights 
that the Arson/Bomb ROVs transmit information back to a handheld device, but there is no 
information in the SIR about what happens to this information; and Section 2.3 is silent on 
whether other ROVs transmit information.      Other governmental entities (listed in section 6.1) 
may misuse the data shared with them. 

What value, if any, do you see in the use of this technology? 

The technology can allow SPD to assess dangerous situations.  In addition, the ability to carry 
out manual tasks remotely in hazardous situations can reduce risk to officers.  The value of 
these technologies needs to be weighed against the possibility of misuse of data. 

Do you have any other comments? 

Are there circumstances in which the data from the ROVs is shared with vendors (e.g. 
diagnostics)?  If so, what purposes do any of the agreements with vendors allow them to use 
the data for?  For example, they can presumably use it to diagnose problems with their 
software.  Can they also use it to improve their product?  Develop future products?  "Legitimate 
business purposes"?  Has SPD audited third-party vendors to ensure that they are not misuing 
the data?  What percentage of deployments have been audited by the Office of the Inspector 
General?  Do these audits specifically look at the uses of data collected and transmitted by the 
ROVs?  Have any of these reports been published?    What percentage of deployments have 
been audited by the Federal Monitor?  Do these audits specifically look at the uses of data 
collected and transmitted by the ROVs?  Have any of these reports been published?    What 
percentage of deployments have been audited by SPD’s Audit, Policy & Research Section 
personnel?  Do these audits specifically look at the uses of data collected and transmitted by 
the ROVs?  Have any of these reports been published?  What restrictions are in place on the 
entities listed in 6.1 further sharing the data?  Has there been any auditing of ROV usage, or of 
the data they record or transmit? 
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ID: 114044211097 

Submitted Through:  SurveyMonkey 

Date: 6/2/2022 8:18:09 PM 

Which surveillance technology that is currently open for public comment, do you wish to 
comment on? 

SPD: Remotely Operated Vehicles 

What concerns, if any, do you have about the use of this technology? 

An SPD officer was LITERALLY JUST caught using a drone in violation of the Seattle Surveillance 
Ordinance (see 2020OPA-0305) and discussed lying about it. I DO NOT TRUST THAT THE 
SEATTLE POLICE DEPARTMENT WILL BE ABLE TO OPERATE THIS TECHNOLOGY WITH CIVIL 
RIGHTS IN MIND. 

What value, if any, do you see in the use of this technology? 

VIOLATING CIVIL LIBERTIES, APPARENTLY 

Do you have any other comments? 

Would love to see this be more than just a rubber stamp process 
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ID: 114043271917 

Submitted Through:  SurveyMonkey 

Date: 6/1/2022 6:43:26 PM 

Which surveillance technology that is currently open for public comment, do you wish to 
comment on? 

SPD: Remotely Operated Vehicles 

What concerns, if any, do you have about the use of this technology? 
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None of my questions about the Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs) have been answered, 
which makes it very difficult to provide informed public comment.  These are my unanswered 
questions:    A) Do any of the SPD ROVs have X-ray devices?    B) Does the statement about not 
recording information, images, or audio by the SWAT and Arson/Bomb ROVs also include their 
remote controllers or tablets connected to them wirelessly, since the controllers & tablets can 
also support recording data, not just the ROV itself?    C) Some EOD ROVs, like probably SPD's 
ICOR ROV, support recoilless disrupters that can shoot diverse types of projectiles (such as 12 
gauge blank shotgun shells, among others) which are intended to remotely disable an IED.  
Unlike this anti-IED purpose, the SWORDS TALON ROV supports a diverse range of weapons 
that can be added on to it and apparently you can mount a 12 gauge shotgun on the Pointman 
ROV; and for both those ROVs, the purpose of the weapons are to harm or kill humans, not to 
render an IED safe.  Has SPD ever mounted such human-killing weapons on their ROVs?  Is 
there anything in the SPD Manual to prohibit doing so?    D) Even if most of SPD's ROVs don't 
support recording video, does any section in the SPD manual specifically prohibit police from 
using SPD-provided or personal cell phones to record the livestream on the ROVs' displays?    E) 
How many cases per year does each unit (SWAT, Bomb, & Harbor) use ROVs for?    F) SPD's 
answer to item 3.1 in the ROV SIR didn't describe any check-in/check-out process for the ROVs.  
Does this mean that there is no check-in/-out procedure for any of the units' ROVs?    G) Why 
does the Harbor unit wait for the harddrive capacity to be nearly full before deleting previously 
collected data?  Why is there no policy requiring the deletion of recorded data from the Harbor 
ROVs when a deployment is finished and either no data is needed or the only needed data has 
been exported as evidence?     H) Are there any sections of the SPD Manual that specifically 
govern any of these specific ROVs (as oppose to the generic sections about evidence storage 
and such)?    Since these questions are unanswered (as of June 1st), my concerns and 
recommendations here can only assume the worst.  These concerns should be considered 
incomplete, since answers to my questions would highly likely change the concerns I have.  
Regardless, here are my current concerns:    1) The militarization of the police.  Per the Fiscal 
Impact information in the SIR, these ROVs are federally funded by the State Homeland Security 
Program.  Multiple of the ROVs SPD uses are from military and weapons manufacturers (such 
as: Northrop Grumman, AeroVironment, Foster-Miller/ QinetiQ, Applied Research Associates, 
etc).  The City buying products from these manufacturers is supporting the military-industrial 
complex.    2) Weaponization of the ROVs.  While some ROVs can use projectiles to remotely 
render a bomb safe, other ROVs (including those from the manufacturers of ROVs used by SPD) 
are more militarized with weapons on them for the purpose of harming/killing people.  Nothing 
prohibits SPD from mounting weapons on an ROV for the intent to harm or kill someone.     3) 
SPD has not named in the SIR the models of ROV they own, so the public's assessment of them 
is very incomplete.  This means the public has be blocked by SPD from validating that the 
features of these devices match the scope of the SIR (such as whether any of the ROVs have X-
ray or infrared devices).  SPD should not be permitted to use any secret surveillance 
technologies.  One of the purposes of the surveillance ordinance is to provide transparency to 
the public. The public also has not seen any of the contracts, terms or service, customer 
agreements, privacy policies, or any other legal documents governing the use of these ROVs.  
It's very problematic to have a city department attempt to hide information from the public, 
whom they are accountable to and is funding these tools in the first place.  Moreover, for this 
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same transparency reason, SPD should be prohibited from signing an NDA with any surveillance 
technology manufacturer/vendor/reseller.    4) While Item 4.2 in the SIR states, "No images or 
data are stored or retained by ROVs used by SWAT or Arson/Bomb units," it's seems there is no 
prohibition on SPD employees recording the video livestream on the ROVs' controller using 
either an SPD-provided or personal cellphone.  This is especially concerning since the ROVs may 
be deployed inside a private residence where one or more people are unconscious and/or 
partially/completely nude.    5) SPD's answer to Item 3.1 in the SIR does not include any check-
in/-out procedure.  If there is no check-in/-out procedure, then there would be no logs of the 
deployments of the ROVs to then be used for an audit.    6) The data management seems poor 
for the recordings on the Harbor Unit's ROVs.  Data should only be retained securely in 
accordance with the SPD's evidence policies.  There shouldn't be lingering data left on the ROVs 
long-term, which is the Harbor Unit's current practice.  Instead, when a deployment is finished 
and either no data is needed or the only needed data has been exported as evidence, then the 
data on the ROV itself should be promptly deleted.    7) Potentially disproportionate use of 
these ROVs.    8) The answer to item 4.4 in the SIR didn't actually address the question posed.  
I'm concerned that SPD has not disclosed: How many cases per year does the SWAT use ROVs 
for?  How many cases per year does the Arson & Bomb unit use ROVs for?  How many cases per 
year does the Harbor unit use ROVs for? 

What value, if any, do you see in the use of this technology? 

Do you have any other comments? 
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ID: 114034985890 

Submitted Through:  SurveyMonkey 

Date: 5/20/2022 2:17:45 PM 

Which surveillance technology that is currently open for public comment, do you wish to 
comment on? 

SPD: Remotely Operated Vehicles 

What concerns, if any, do you have about the use of this technology? 

What value, if any, do you see in the use of this technology? 

Do you have any other comments? 

1. What are the manufacturers, vendors, model names and numbers of the remotely 
operated vehicles (ROVs) SPD uses?  2. 2.3—it’s not clear from SPD’s response because 
they don’t account for all the ROVs they mention, so asking again here—does the SWAT or the 
Arson/Bomb unit have any ROVs with surveillance cameras? If so, how many? How many have 
recording capabilities (audio and/or visual)?   3. 3.1—What is the nature of the training that 
SWAT, Arson/Bomb, and Harbor unit personnel receive?   a. How many hours of training 
do they receive?  b. Do they receive periodic updated training?  c. Are they provided 
privacy training specific to ROVs?  4. 3.2—what constitutes an “exigent circumstance” that 
would justify the use of the ROV in a protected private area without a signed warrant from a 
judge?  5. 5.3—SPD doesn’t satisfactorily answer the question. What happens to 
improperly collected data?  6. Are ROVs shared with other law enforcement agencies, 
such as the FBI? 
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ID: 114034141538 

Submitted Through:  SurveyMonkey 

Date: 5/19/2022 1:08:53 PM 

Which surveillance technology that is currently open for public comment, do you wish to 
comment on? 

SPD: Remotely Operated Vehicles 

What concerns, if any, do you have about the use of this technology? 

What value, if any, do you see in the use of this technology? 

Do you have any other comments? 

A) Do any of the SPD ROVs have X-ray devices?    B) Does the statement about not recording 
information, images, or audio by the SWAT and Arson/Bomb ROVs also include their remote 
controllers or tablets connected to them wirelessly, since the controllers & tablets can also 
support recording data, not just the ROV itself?    C) Some EOD ROVs, like probably SPD's ICOR 
ROV, support recoilless disrupters that can shoot diverse types of projectiles (such as 12 gauge 
blank shotgun shells, among others) which are intended to remotely disable an IED.  Unlike this 
anti-IED purpose, the SWORDS TALON ROV supports a diverse range of weapons that can be 
added on to it and apparently you can mount a 12 gauge shotgun on the Pointman ROV; and 
for both those ROVs, the purpose of the weapons are to harm or kill humans, not to render an 
IED safe.  Has SPD ever mounted such human-killing weapons on their ROVs?  Is there anything 
in the SPD Manual to prohibit doing so?    D) Even if most of SPD's ROVs don't support recording 
video, does any section in the SPD manual specifically prohibit police from using SPD-provided 
or personal cell phones to record the livestream on the ROVs' displays?    E) How many cases 
per year does each unit (SWAT, Bomb, & Harbor) use ROVs for?    F) SPD's answer to item 3.1 in 
the ROV SIR didn't describe any check-in/check-out process for the ROVs.  Does this mean that 
there is no check-in/-out procedure for any of the units' ROVs?    G) Why does the Harbor unit 
wait for the harddrive capacity to be nearly full before deleting previously collected data?  Why 
is there no policy requiring the deletion of recorded data from the Harbor ROVs when a 
deployment is finished and either no data is needed or the only needed data has been exported 
as evidence?     H) Are there any sections of the SPD Manual that specifically govern any of 
these specific ROVs (as oppose to the generic sections about evidence storage and such)? 
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ID: 114019535416 

Submitted Through:  SurveyMonkey 

Date: 4/28/2022 9:28:06 AM 

Which surveillance technology that is currently open for public comment, do you wish to 
comment on? 

SPD: Remotely Operated Vehicles 

What concerns, if any, do you have about the use of this technology? 

The emotional response of an operator to the damage or destruction of the device.  People 
seem to get very attached to their robots and act as if they are more than inanimate objects 
made in factories.    These things are also very expensive. 

What value, if any, do you see in the use of this technology? 

Who doesn't want to be physically distanced from threats? 

Do you have any other comments? 
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Email Comment 

Questions: 

• Has SPD ever mounted such human-killing weapons on their ROVs?  Is there 
anything in the SPD Manual to prohibit doing so? 

• Does the statement about not recording information, images, or audio by the 
SWAT and Arson/Bomb ROVs also include the ROVs’ remote controllers or 
tablets connected to them wirelessly, since the controllers & tablets can also 
support recording data, not just the ROV itself? 

• Do any of the SPD ROVs include X-ray or infrared (heat-imaging) devices? 
The answer to item 3.1 in the ROV SIR does not describe any check-in/check-out 
process for the ROVs. Does this indicate that there is no check-in/-out procedure 
for any of the units’ ROVs? 

• If there is no process to regulate who/how/when ROVs are used, it seems to 
preclude the maintaining of records and logs that may be audited. Doesn’t this 
seem like an improper, dangerous, and high-liability/risk use of remotely 
operated technologies? 

• What measures are in place to track which officers use these devices, the types 
of purposes or incidents they are used for; the periods of time or frequency of 
each officers’ use of these tools; and the race, ethnicity, religious affiliation, 
gender, age and economic demographics of the people being targeted by such 
officers using these devices? 

• What systems, reporting measures, and oversight does SPD have in place to 
ensure that these devices are not being used for nefarious purposes, and/or to 
disproportionately profile immigrants, BIPOC, muslim, lgbtq+, activist, poor or 
houseless individuals? What public accountability measures are in place? 

Key Concerns: 

• Some ROVs use “recoilless disrupters”, which are used to remotely render a 
bomb safe.  These disrupters can shoot a variety of projectiles at the bomb (such 
as 12 gauge blank shotgun shells, among others).  Unlike this bomb handling 
purpose, the SWORDS TALON ROV supports a diverse range of weapons that can 
be added on to it. Apparently one can mount a 12 gauge shotgun on the 
Pointman ROV; and for both these ROVs, the purpose of the weapons are to 
harm or kill humans, not to render an IED safe. 

• An SPD officer recording the livestream on the ROV controller. 
Recommendations: 

• Weaponization – Council should prohibit SPD from affixing weapons on any ROV 
with the intent to harm or kill a living being. 
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• Privacy & data governance – Even if most of SPD’s ROVs don’t support recording 
video, City Council should prohibit SPD police from using SPD-provided (or 
personal) cell phones to record the livestream on the ROVs’ displays. 

• Regulation and Transparency Report – City Council should require that each use 
of such technology be registered with the city and compiled into monthly 
transparency report, accessible on the City’s website, to include the following 
details: Make and Model of ROV, reason for use, and length of use; whether the 
use was part of a singular or ongoing matter; whether the use of ROV(s) resulted 
in any arrest, conviction, injury, fatality, major harm, accident, economic burden 
or inconvenience to any individuals or groups; whether the deployment of an 
ROV was used for search and rescue; whether ROVs were employed to surveil or 
otherwise act upon any large group of people, numbering greater than five in 
total, engaged in a protest, demonstration, public assembly, religious or other 
gathering; whether any information collected by the ROVs is/was shared with or 
uploaded to any other software program, entity, company, agency or person, 
outside of the SPD officer employing the ROVs, and, the name of such shared 
with. 
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Email Comment 

Questions: 

• Has SPD ever mounted human-killing weapons on their ROVs?  Is there anything in the 
SPD Manual to prohibit doing so? 

• Does the statement about not recording information, images, or audio by the SWAT and 
Arson/Bomb ROVs also include the ROVs’ remote controllers or tablets connected to 
them wirelessly, since the controllers & tablets can also support recording data, not just 
the ROV itself? 

• The answer to item 3.1 in the ROV SIR does not describe any check-in/check-out process 
for the ROVs. Does this indicate that there is no check-in/-out procedure for any of the 
units’ ROVs? 

• What systems, reporting measures, and oversight does SPD have in place to ensure that 
these devices are not being used for nefarious purposes, and/or to disproportionately 
profile immigrants, BIPOC, muslim, lgbtq+, activist, poor or houseless individuals? What 
public accountability measures are in place? 

Key Concerns: 

• Some ROVs use “recoilless disrupters”, which are used to remotely render a bomb 
safe.  These disrupters can shoot a variety of projectiles at the bomb (such as 12 gauge 
blank shotgun shells, among others).  Unlike this bomb handling purpose, the SWORDS 
TALON ROV supports a diverse range of weapons that can be added on to it. Apparently 
one can mount a 12 gauge shotgun on the Pointman ROV; and for both these ROVs, the 
purpose of the weapons are to harm or kill humans, not to render an IED safe. 

• An SPD officer recording the livestream on the ROV controller. 

Recommendations: 

• Weaponization – Council should prohibit SPD from affixing weapons on any ROV with 
the intent to harm or kill a living being. 

• Privacy & data governance – Even if most of SPD’s ROVs don’t support recording video, 
City Council should prohibit SPD police from using SPD-provided (or personal) cell 
phones to record the livestream on the ROVs’ displays. 
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Email Comment 
QUESTIONS 

Has SPD ever mounted weapons on an ROV with the intent to harm a person? 

Do the ROVs have X-ray or infrared devices? 

What prevents saving a recording on the SWAT & Arson/Bomb ROVs' controllers/tablets? 

Are there no records/logs for each deployment? 

How to audit (target's race, religion, gender, age, etc)? 

What protects against targeting of immigrants, BIPOC, activists, Muslims, journalists, etc? 

 

CONCERNS 

While some ROVs can use projectiles to remotely render a bomb safe, other ROVs (including 
those from the manufacturers of ROVs used by SPD) are more militarized with weapons on 
them for the purpose of harming/killing people. 

Lack of protection against the livestream on the controller being recorded using a cellphone. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Prohibit affixing weapons to any ROV with the intent to harm/kill a living being. 

Prohibit recording the livestream (i.e. with an SPD-provided or personal cellphone). 

Require a monthly transparency report covering: ROV model, offense, length of use, whether 
ongoing, whether it resulted in an arrest/conviction, whether search&rescue, whether 5 or 
more people were surveilled & if so, at a public assembly vs private dwelling, targets' 
demographic data, & where/who data was shared with. 
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Overview 
The Operational Policy statements in this document represent the only allowable uses of the 
equipment and data collected by this technology.   

The purpose of this Executive Summary is to highlight policies, technology and practices 
regarding the surveillance technologies under Council review. This document outlines 
information, including policies and practices, about the collection, use, sharing, security and 
access controls for data that is gathered using a technology or program.  All information 
provided here is contained in the body of the full SIR document but is provided in a condensed 
format for easier access and consideration. 

1.0 Purpose  
Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs) are unarmed remote controlled vehicles utilized by SPD 
SWAT, Arson/Bomb, and Harbor units to access areas that are potentially dangerous for 
personnel to physically enter. The ROVs operated by the SWAT and Arson/Bomb units are 
wheeled vehicles while the ROV operated by the Harbor unit are designed as submersible 
underwater vehicles. All SPD ROVs are controlled by SPD employees operating handheld 
controllers from a safe position nearby. Some ROVs operated by SPD have a remotely 
controlled arm capable of performing simple tasks safely from a remote location. 

This technology is used to surveil subjects and perform manual tasks from a safe position. If 
used out of policy or improperly this technology could potentially be used to inappropriately 
infringe on public privacy. 

 

2.0 Data Collection and Use 
Three SPD units, SWAT, Arson/Bomb, and Harbor, utilize ROVs. All of these ROVs are controlled 
by a handheld remote-control unit which displays the images captured by the ROV mounted 
cameras. The Harbor ROVs also incorporate underwater sonar imaging technology.  

The SWAT unit has 7 ROV’s, two (2) manufactured by Robotex, four (4) manufactured by Recon 
Robotics, and one (1) manufactured by Tactical Electronics. The two Robotex ROVs weigh less 
than 50lbs and have an onboard non-recording situational awareness camera. One of the 
Robotex ROVs can be equipped with remotely operated articulated gripping arm capable of 
performing simple tasks such as lifting light objects or opening doors. The four Recon Robotics 
“Throwbots” are small maneuverable ROVs designed to withstand repeated drops from up to 
30 feet and are equipped with an onboard camera. The last SWAT ROV is manufactured by 
Tactical Electronics and is described as a “box on wheels.” This ROV has no surveillance camera 
and is used for delivering small items between personnel without exposing them to dangerous 
conditions or situation.  
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The Arson/Bomb unit operates 5 ROVs from different manufacturers: TeleRob, Andros, ICOR, 
Talon, and PointMan. Each of these ROVs has a camera which transmits back to the handheld 
control unit. SPD does not own or utilize the available connectivity or storage devices available 
as add-ons for these ROVs. The Arson/Bomb ROVs have manipulator arms to remotely perform 
render-safe or disrupt potentially hazardous devices. 

 

 

 

 

The SPD Harbor unit has 2 submersible ROV units, though one is antiquated, unused, and in 
storage. This older unit was manufactured by Deep Ocean Engineering and has onboard video 
and sonar recording capability. The active ROV utilized by the Harbor unit is manufactured by 
Seabotix. This unit has onboard video and sonar recording capability as well as 2 
interchangeable remotely controlled articulated arms. The arms can be outfitted with either a 
cutting tool or a grasping claw. The video recording camera is capable of seeing approximately 
10 feet in front of the ROV, depending on the clarity of the water and the depth. The sonar 
image can be adjusted to view up to 120 feet though the clarity of the image at that distance 
requires a skilled and trained individual to recognize patterns in the images. 

No information is being collected from sources other than an individual, including other IT 
systems, systems of record, commercial data aggregators, publicly available data and/or other 
City departments. 

 

3.0 Data Minimization & Limitations  
No images or data are stored or retained by ROVs used by SWAT or Arson/Bomb units. The 
Harbor unit ROVs store video and sonar imagery captured during each deployment of the unit. 
Only images directly related to the specific search and recovery are manually exported from the 
ROV’s onboard hard drive if requested by SPD detectives for follow up investigation. If such a 
request would be made, Harbor unit personnel would save the extracted images in the DEMS 
Evidence system. 

No information is being collected from sources other than an individual, including other IT 
systems, systems of record, commercial data aggregators, publicly available data and/or other 
City departments. 

Authorized members of for the SPD SWAT, Arson/Bomb, and Harbor units are given training in 
the appropriate use and application of these ROVs. 

What measures are in place to minimize and limit collection of data. Describe the processes 
that are required prior to each use, or access to/ of the project / technology, such as a 
notification, or check-in, check-out of equipment.  
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4.0 Access & Security  
Access 
Authorized members of for the SPD SWAT, Arson/Bomb, and Harbor units are given training in 
the appropriate use and application of these ROVs. Unit commanders are responsible to ensure 
usage of the technology falls within appropriate usage. 

No images or data are stored or retained by ROVs used by SWAT or Arson/Bomb units. The 
Harbor unit ROVs store video and sonar imagery captured during each deployment of the unit. 
Only images directly related to the specific search and recovery are manually exported from the 
ROV’s onboard hard drive if requested by SPD detectives for follow up investigation. If such a 
request would be made, Harbor unit personnel would save the extracted images in the DEMS 
Evidence system. 

When the Harbor ROV is utilized in the recovery of a body, information such as water 
temperature, GPS location, and water depth are recorded. 

 

Security 
No images or data are stored or retained by ROVs used by SWAT or Arson/Bomb units. The 
Harbor unit ROVs store video and sonar imagery captured during each deployment of the unit. 
Only images directly related to the specific search and recovery are manually exported from the 
ROV’s onboard hard drive if requested by SPD detectives for follow up investigation. If such a 
request would be made, Harbor unit personnel would save the extracted images in the DEMS 
Evidence system. The ROV’s files are in a proprietary format, accessible only through the 
proprietary software loaded on a non-networked computer used only with the ROV. The 
information is stored only on the hard drive physically inside the ROV. This hard drive is deleted 
periodically when the software informs the users that it is nearing capacity. 

5.0 Data Sharing and Accuracy  
Only images directly related to the specific search and recovery are manually exported from the 
ROV’s onboard hard drive if requested by SPD detectives for follow up investigation. If such a 
request would be made, Harbor unit personnel would save the extracted images in the DEMS 
Evidence system. When the Harbor ROV is utilized in the recovery of a body, information such 
as water temperature, GPS location, and water depth are recorded and shared with the 
Medical Examiner’s Office. 

No person, outside of SPD, has direct access to the ROVs or the data while it resides in the 
device.   

Data obtained from the system may be shared outside SPD with the other agencies, entities, or 
individuals within legal guidelines or as required by law. 

Data may be shared with outside entities in connection with criminal prosecutions:  

• Seattle City Attorney’s Office 
• King County Prosecuting Attorney’s Office 
• King County Department of Public Defense 
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• Private Defense Attorneys 
• Seattle Municipal Court 
• King County Superior Court 
• Similar entities where prosecution is in Federal or other State jurisdictions 

 
Data may be made available to requesters pursuant to the Washington Public Records Act, 
Chapter 42.56 RCW (“PRA”). SPD will apply applicable exemptions to the data before disclosing 
to a requester.  Individuals have the right to inspect criminal history record information maintained 
by the department (RCW 10.97.030, SPD Policy 12.050). Individuals can access their own 
information by submitting a public disclosure request. 
 
Per SPD Policy 12.080, the Crime Records Unit is responsible for receiving, recording, and 
responding to requests “for General Offense Reports from other City departments and from 
other law enforcement agencies, as well as from insurance companies.”   

Discrete pieces of data collected by ROVs may be shared with other law enforcement agencies 
in wanted bulletins, and in connection with law enforcement investigations jointly conducted 
with those agencies, or in response to requests from law enforcement agencies investigating 
criminal activity as governed by SPD Policy 12.050 and 12.110.  All requests for data from 
Federal Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) authorities are referred to the Mayor’s 
Office Legal Counsel in accordance with the Mayoral Directive, dated February 6, 2018. 

 
SPD shares data with authorized researchers pursuant to properly execute research and 
confidentiality agreements as provide by SPD Policy 12.055.  This sharing may include discrete 
pieces of data related to specific investigative files collected by the devices.   

Data sharing is necessary for SPD to fulfill its mission of contributing to crime reduction by 
assisting in collecting evidence related to serious and/or violent criminal activity as part of 
investigation, and to comply with legal requirements. 

6.0 Data Retention 
Unit supervisors are responsible for ensuring compliance with data retention requirements 
within SPD.  
 
SPD’s Intelligence and Analysis Section reviews the audit logs and ensures compliance with all 
regulations and requirements. 
 
Audit, Policy & Research Section personnel can also conduct audits of all data collection 
software and systems. Additionally, any appropriate auditor, including the Office of Inspector 
General and the federal monitor can audit for compliance at any time. Supervisors are 
responsible for ensuring compliance with data retention requirements within SPD.  

SPD’s Intelligence and Analysis Section reviews the audit logs and ensures compliance with all 
regulations and requirements. 
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